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Chapter 1 

The Museum of Future Technology... 

 

...has, for eons, been a really popular place. And why wouldn't it be? Advanced 

technology from the future is sent into the past, where dimbat earplugs from an earlier 

time can pay good money to goggle at fabulous devices from a more enlightened era... 

 

And where the more affluent and influential can rent futuristic condominiums... 

 



And also where naturally talented shopkeepers, like hover pad sales-plug, Mister 

Stovepipe-Hat... 

 

...can experience the most terrible kind of vandalism... 

 

In fact the level of vandalism experienced by the aforementioned hover pad emporium 

owner not only shocked the moustachioed local police constable... 

 



...it also made Mister Stovepipe-Hat decide to give up his business and take his obese 

wife off to sunnier climes - leaving the hover pad shop to his nephew, Throgennis 

Frote... 

 

Throgennis knew very little about hover pads, but he was an expert on the subject of 

vandalism. If he'd been more observant about the former, he would have known that 

since the arrival of the Chi-Z-Sox from Wetworld, with its much more advanced Hover 

Bowls... 

 

... he would have comprehended that hover pads were seriously out-of-date and totally 

unfashionable. So, in his ignorance, he tried mimicking his uncle by wearing a stylish 

hat... 

 



But he quickly realised that it was doing no good at all: no one wanted hover pads: they 

were just too 'last year'. His plan to take over his uncle's business might have worked; 

but, it now dawned on him, there never really had been much of a business for him to 

steal.  

 

So he said: "Bugger this!" and then cast off his loathsome headwear... 

 

...and walked away. 

Naturally Throgennis took his miserable hide to a place of solitude and recrimination: a 

corrugated tin shed in the mountain citadel of Lemon Stone... 

 



...in which he froze his butt off as he stared with envy at the stuttering oil lamps of the 

abbey... 

 

Wishing only to cause huge and painful self-grief for his stupidity and greed, he stepped 

into the tumbling snowfall - only to find himself encased in a strange sparkling light... 

 

Surprise turned to consternation as night became day, and the shed, the abbey, and 

everything else, was replaced by a snowbound mountainside... 

 

"Ugh?" He grunted intelligently as he looked around. He repeated himself when... 



 

...an unusually shaped earplug appeared beside him. 

"Hello." Said the strange little being, in a pleasant contralto. "Walk with me please."  

Throgennis was yet to regain his wits, when he found himself strolling casually through 

the snow beside the newcomer... 

 

"My name is Beverly Bigg-Jobbs." The stranger became an un-stranger. "Where I 

come from, I'm considered quite attractive. Do you find me attractive?" 

For all his faults, Throgennis was capable of being truthful when the mood took him. 

"No." He said. "You're angled where you should be curved. Also you sprang out of 

nowhere, so I actually doubt your existence." 

It seemed to Throgennis that Beverly hadn't heard a single word: "Would I be right in 

thinking that you are none other than Throgennis Frote; purloiner of hover pad 

franchises?"  



Now Throgennis was certain that Beverly was a figment of his imagination. She was 

clearly his conscience talking. With a mirthless chuckle he confirmed his identity. But 

he was forced to adjust his appraisal of the situation when... 

 

...night returned in an instant, and he was caught in the glare of a spotlight. 

"What the?" He began. But before he could complete the exclamation, he was seriously 

interrupted by a burst of light... 

 

...that left the angular creature that called itself Beverly Bigg-Jobbs standing all alone in 

the dark... 

 



...which quickly became day once more... 

 

And Throgennis discovered that he was somewhere else completely... 

 

And he wasn't entirely certain that he liked it much. 

Throgennis could not have imagined that he would ever have travelled to the Over-

Realm... 

 



In fact he'd never heard of it. So he had no idea that he now stood upon a planet... 

 

...so distant from Earth; the Museum of Future Technology; and Lemon Stone, that it 

might easily have been infinitely far away. But he did know one thing with utter 

certainty: that he wasn't happy... 

 

And he wasn't frightened of letting people know. It was on his third outrageous bellow 

of anger and frustration that a huge apparition became apparent to him... 

 



"Cripes." He said when he spotted it. "That looks a bit scary: I'd better watch my 

tongue." 

"You," the apparition boomed so loudly that Throgennis felt certain plaster would flake 

from the invisibly distant ceiling and tumble down to settle upon his shoulders, "are of 

the species Earplug." 

It was a statement. Throgennis realised this when the image of an incredibly average 

earplug glowed warmly beneath a spotlight... 

 

"As such," the vast being continued, "you are a proverbial pain in the ass. All earplugs 

are. In fact earplugs are such a galactic nuisance that we higher life-forms have decided 

that you might have to be made extinct." 

This last line gained Throgennis's attention like no line before - even ones such as: 

"Look out, it's a naked biker gang!", "My mum's farts are louder than your mum's." 

and "Your lavatory is unsavoury and has been condemned!"  

"Yeah?" He responded insolently. 

"Yeah." The vast being replied. "Like they'll cease to be - everywhere - forever!" 

Throgennis hadn't got where he was in life by missing inferences. He said: "I sense a 

'but' looming." 

"I'm sure  you do." The vast being's voice almost smiled. "But you, and your kind can 

survive this. You need only be found 'not guilty'." 

Throgennis looked up... 

 



"Which can mean only one thing." He said grimly. "We stand accused of being galactic 

butt-wipes. And I have to answer for our crimes. Okay, bring it on. Do your worse. I'm 

wearing my lucky underpants today." 

"Very well," the vast being replied, "let proceedings...er...proceed." 

The overt confidence of Throgennis Frote, the sole earplug representative at the 

Galactic Court, evaporated beneath the gaze of a second Overrealm inhabitant... 

 

"If you think," it boomed as loudly as the first, "that we are going to show you a short 

little film cataloguing your species' errors, or perhaps excerpts from your own miss-

spent life, you are totally wrong. Oh no; there is none of that Sins of the Father nonsense 

in the Galactic Court. A species can't be blamed for the behaviour of its forebears. No, 

what you are going to be called upon to defend are the actions of earplugs living right 

now. The first examples are the passengers aboard this former Pirate End Cap Attack 

Craft... 

 

Throgennis was nonplussed... 



 

"What?" He roared so indignantly that he might have spent several terms at the School 

of Advanced Indignation and earned a diploma in Indignancy with Iron Cross and Oak 

Leaf Clusters during that period. "I don't know sod all about flying saucers and the 

people aboard them. How can you expect me to defend whatever they're gonna do? I've 

never met them before." He then added:  "You lousy rotten gits!" 

But he was ignored, and the video proceeded to show the craft using improvised 

thrusters, powered by methane from the passenger's digestive systems, as it approached 

a planet... 

 

...that was located in a region of space far from where the craft had begun its journey... 

 

Throgennis watched as it lowered itself against the gravity of a mysterious dark world... 



 

And then was pleased beyond measure when the first creature to poke a tentative nose 

through the air lock was... 

 

...not an earplug at all. 

"Hah!" Throgennis scoffed. "That's not an earplug at all. That's a..." 

The slightly iffy earplug delved deep into his recent memory to find the identity of the 

species that now stood at the threshold of the flying saucer. It came to him: 

"That is an inhabitant of the world called Scroton." He bellowed. "I don't know this 

particular fellow's name, but he or she comes from a world that was given its name by 

none other than the Museum of Future Technology's greatest hero - Magnuss 

Earplug!"  

"Funny you should mention that." The vast alien replied. "Because..." 



Then something happened on-screen that left Throgennis with the distinct feeling that 

his back was against the wall, and that the continued existence of the Earplug species 

relied upon what he did next... 

 

"Oh bum." He whispered. "I know them. That's my hairdresser, Lucian Morecrisp, 

and his former weightlifting girlfriend, Nennigross Numbwinkle. I wonder what they're 

doing on the far side of the universe: I saw them walking their pet plugmutt, Fang, only 

this morning."  

Chapter 2 

Fortunately for Throgennis Frote the knowledge that a representative of the Galactic 

Court had visited the Museum of Future Technology... 

 

...in the night, and had rucked chief curator, Cushions Smethwyke, out of bed... 

 



...and forced her to fire up the Omnipresent Scanner, so that... 

 

...anyone and everyone in the museum could watch the trial - eluded the already over-

stretched earplug. He thought that he and he alone of all earplugkind, knew the truth 

that the metaphorical storm clouds of doom were piling up beyond the horizon. Others, 

though, were not privy to these facts. Others like Magnuss (still in his golden form), 

Lucian, and Nennigross, walked the corridors of the downed saucer in blissful 

ignorance... 

 

Well not exactly 'blissful': they had concerns of their own. 

"We can't stay here indefinitely." Nennigross stated needlessly. "We must make a 

decision before the food and water supplies are exhausted." 

"I know. I know." Magnuss snapped uncharacteristically. "I planned to eat all of the 

supplies really quickly so that I could create enough intestinal gas to lift us off this vile 

planet. But unfortunately the emergency supplies are deficient in sucrose, lactose, fibre, 

or anything that makes earplugs fart uncontrollably. In short, were stuck on the planet 

until the end of time!"   

"All the more reason to go exploring." Lucian said logically enough. "Who knows what 

we'll find - out there in the darkness." 

Magnuss paused at a bulkhead between compartments - or 'rooms' as they are known 

aboard flying saucers... 

 



He knew that he would have to overcome his fear of the dark. "Follow me." He said.  

Moments later... 

 

...they were headed for the air lock, where the sole Scrotonite aboard ship... 

 

...was testing the air. 

"Hmmm." He said. "Seems fine. In fact it seems almost familiar. If I could just put my 

finger on it. Well, anyway, I'd best make my report. Who knows, perhaps we might 

eventually do something other than wring our hands together with indecision and eat 

ourselves out of house and home." 

Well as luck would have it, Magnuss had been standing in the corridor, so together they 

consulted with everyone else aboard, and soon an expedition had been despatched - 

which included everyone aboard, because no one wanted to be left behind... 



 

The trans-galactic prospectors led... 

 

...and Museum abductees took the centre position.... 

 

...with Fang, the pet plugmutt, bringing up the rear. 

Soon they found themselves negotiating precipitous ledges... 



 

...that Magnuss really didn't enjoy because he had a 'thing' about heights. He didn't 

mind flying in a jet pack or on a hover pad; but he couldn't stand crumbling ledges and 

poorly poured pre-stressed concrete window sills. 

As they paused for a tea break, Nennigross and Lucian slipped away for a kiss and 

cuddle. But as they rounded a rocky outcrop, a noise gained their attention... 

 

"What is it?" Nennigross whispered into her boyfriend's ear. 

It was a good question. But not one that Lucian could answer with any real hope of 

accuracy. This is because neither he nor Nennigross were aware that several weeks 

earlier the Worstworld star ship - K T Woo (named after that world's most famous 

singer/songwriter/recording artist) - had done battle with a flight of Pirate End Cap 

vessels... 

 

...which the K T Woo had won... 



 

...and which had forced the surviving attack saucers to ditch upon an uncharted 

planet... 

 

Lucian was also unaware that almost the entire crew had been eaten consequently by 

huge, almost unimaginably horrific, beasts, and now only two of the blue coloured 

lavatory attendants aboard ship continued to wander the bleak landscape in search of 

release from their misery... 

 

Of course, being lavatory attendants, they were highly skilled at catching and 

despatching any number of potential prey. But they often found the flavour of their 

victims most obnoxious... 



 

So it came as something of a relief when they were mesmerised by a glowing light on the 

end of a tentacle... 

 

...and then dragged away to be consumed by a massive, slavering, maw of infinite 

disgustingness... 

 

Nennigross was sickened by the sight, but ever the logical hairdresser, Lucian sought to 

find advantage in the situation. He had an inspired thought... 

 



"Hey, with them dead, maybe we can steal their space ship!" 

It was a great idea, and soon everyone went in search of the other downed saucer. The 

Scrotonite, whom Magnuss decided to name Zip Fladgerston - for no other reason than 

because it sounded 'cool' - led the way through a volcanic area... 

 

He was accompanied by fellow prospectors, Tufty Jetski, Torsten Gobbfist, and Galve 

Mullion. It was Tufty who first noticed a patently artificial opening in the rock wall, but 

Zip who dared enter it without a thought for his safety... 

 

Upon entering, it became clear to them that they stood in an ante-room that could only 

lead to some vast underground facility... 



 

"Whadda ya think?" An excited Galve Mullion inquired. "An ante-room to a vast 

underground facility, or what?" 

Naturally, being hugely experienced in prospecting planets all across known space and 

back again, Galve was correct... 

 

"I wonder if they have a working toilet." Tufty said from the rear. "I forgot to have 

poop before we left." 

"Hold it right there!" One of the Over-Realmers snapped... 



 

"See." It continued. "It's all about bowels. Earplugs are obsessed with going to the 

toilet. That alone makes them inferior in every way, and deserving of extinction." 

Far away, in the Museum of Future Technology, those watching on huge screens felt as 

though they'd like to visit the toilet too - possibly for the last time... 

 

Naturally Throgennis reacted badly... 

 

...which was exactly what was required at that precise moment. 

"What's this?" He growled. "The old green-eyed monster talking here?" 



Equally naturally the huge red alien was confused. "Green-eyed monster?" It said in a 

puzzle tone, which was most unbefitting a being with such apparent omnipotence. 

"Yeah." Throgennis sneered. "Jealousy. Envy." 

"Jealousy?" The advanced being retorted. "I don't know what you mean." 

Throgennis was a good judge of opponents; he knew when someone, however powerful, 

was lying. "Yeah." He repeated himself. "In all this time I've been standing here, you've 

not once asked me if I was desperate for a tinkle or a Number Twos. And you haven't 

moved from the spot. It's clear to me that you don't need to go to the toilet; and you're 

really, intensely, insanely jealous of anyone who can drop their trousers and make a 

loud splash in the toilet bowl. I bet you can't even break wind!" 

Throgennis knew that he'd hit the target because the being harrumphed several times 

before saying: "Be that as it may, we have a case to proceed with. Let's see the next 

piece of evidence." 

Upon screens throughout the Museum of Future Technology, and probably lots of other 

places too, Zip Fladgerstone could be seen discovering a side alley in the underground 

facility... 

 

It was brief and shiny. A few strides brought the intrepid explorers to a nice blue door 

of a needlessly interesting architectural design... 

 



"Oh look, a door knob." Zip said with glee. "I think I'll turn it." 

Opening at his touch, the door allowed them into a small space... 

 

Galve was just about to say something complimentary about the interior decor, when 

they discovered that the space was actually an elevator - which went straight up. 

Unfortunately it didn't stop quite as well as it started, and poor Torsten Gobbfist was a 

little slow ducking down... 

 

"Ow!" He said as his head burst through the top of the elevator shaft. Then he stopped 

complaining, because he could discern a wondrous sight... 



 

"There's light up here." He shouted down the others in the elevator. "It's over the 

horizon. It can mean one of only two scenarios. One, a nuclear conflict is occurring a 

long way away. Or two, this planet isn't entirely dark. It must have a light side!" 

The others were delighted by this discovery. Finding an ancient stone staircase, they 

clambered to the top of a short tower made from a strange obsidian material... 

 

The others, led by Magnuss had heard the prospector's excited jabbering, and rushed 

into the facility. They arrived inside the obsidian tower just as a shaft of brilliant light 

burst through the opening at the top of the staircase... 

 



"Ooh, bright." Fang observed. 

And everybody's spirits were lifted by at least seventeen levels of spirituality. Then they 

wondered what the heck it was. 

Upon the tower, Zip, Galve, Tufty, and Torsten winced as the brightening sky seared 

their ocular organs... 

 

"I'm not enjoying this." Tufty confessed. "When I was a kid, my parents always took 

me to an abandoned coal mine for my summer holidays. As a result of this, I have an 

aversion to bright sunlight. I don't know about you guys, but I'm outta here." 

So, without further ado, the three trans-galactic earplugs began a hurried departure. 

But Zip remained. Something told him that he should stay. It also told him to pull the 

hat he'd been wearing on the day, long ago, when he'd been abducted accidentally by 

the prospectors, out of his back pocket... 

 

And not a moment too soon, because when the sun cleared the mountain range... 



 

...its brilliance was blinding. Down in the tower below Zip... 

 

...everyone yelled, "Arrgh, my eyes; they are on fire." 

In the Museum everyone felt terribly sorry for the adventurers, and some of them 

wondered what would happen next... 

 

But none of them could have guessed that it would be the total dislocation from 

space/time for the sole Scrotonite in the party... 



 

"Duh?" Zip grunted. "But this looks exactly like the gravelly plain that lies between my 

old desert home and the green verdant regions of my home world." 

 

"Ugh, how can this be?" 

So, in an attempt to make sense of his changed situation, he tentatively edged forward 

several paces, until he actually stood in the hot desert sand... 

 



Instantly his body temperature soared. His silvery space suit was in danger of cooking 

him alive. So he took it off... 

 

Fortunately the sand was so deep and the air so shimmeringly hot that no one saw 

anything they shouldn't have. In the court room, Throgennis grew furious... 

 

"Enough." He snarled. "This stops now. We're supposed to be judging earplugkind 

here: that is a being from the planet Scroton. He is clearly not an earplug. You've lost 

control of the situation. I demand you throw this case out of court." 

It was a good argument, and for a moment it appeared that Throgennis's judges were 

swayed by his outburst. But then, appearing stage left came... 

 



...a really scary being. 

"Oh-no." It said with an audible sneer. "We merely move the ball game to another 

evidential site." 

Chapter 3 

Initially, the watching occupants of the Museum of Future Technology were unable to 

shift their mental gears quickly enough to recognize the recently installed (post Battle of 

the Museum of Future Technology) front entrance... 

 

And it was only when the Galactic Court transmitted an establishing shot of the 

building... 

 

...did the penny drop and they all went: "Duh, oh yeah, it's the new front entrance." 

Then they grew alarmed because transferring attention to the museum was bringing the 

deadly court case too close to home for comfort. 

"We'll be the first to be exterminated!" Mister Pong bellowed. "Death will hold 

dominion, I'm sure!" He said as an afterthought. 



Fortunately for everyone in the vicinity, he'd just closed the lavatory door behind him 

at the time, so no one was alarmed by his...er...alarmist outburst. In fact everyone was 

too busy wondering who the newcomers were... 

 

...as they rode the 'Up' ramp, and were dazzled by the same whooshes and fizzles... 

 

...that had so thrilled the Earplug Brothers on their very first visit. And even a jaded 

audience couldn't help but smile warmly as the three strangers came under attack from 

a huge fake proton torpedo... 

 



But they didn't smile as much as the trio of youngsters themselves, who were seeing the 

show for the very first time... 

 

And their sense of wonder expanded into new dimensions when they stood upon the red 

circular carpet in the secondary foyer... 

 

...especially as dinky little lighty-uppy things danced around them and tried to get up 

their trousers legs... 

 



Of course no one knew their names. They were just three more visitors, one of which 

happened to be the same shade of yellow as Throgennis Frote. The others wore quite 

vibrant skin colours, one of which could only be described as a sort of reddy-pink; and 

the other a boldly blatant blue. But whatever their identities, everyone watching 

wondered what the heck they had to do with the future - or lack thereof - of the earplug 

race. 

Soon the threesome made their way to the legendary Nul-Space Power Generator... 

 

"To think", the Throgennis Frote look-a-like earplug who was known to his friends, 

colleagues, and family, as Billious Botner, said admiringly, "Valentine stopped this 

fantastic piece of super-advanced machinery with nothing more than a hip flask full of 

ginger beer." 

The pink earplug, whose name just happened to be Kraken Waiks, shuddered at the 

thought of tampering with such power. And Narlden Haggard just thought that the 

whole exhibit was really dull. He really wanted more flashing lights and things that 

tickled you in regions where they shouldn't. 

 

So when a buzzer sounded, and the lights went up to tell them that their time on the 

thrilling machine was over, two of them were only too pleased to vacate their places. 

Billious was less pleased: he really enjoyed the 'thrum' of contained power that the Nul-

Space generator emitted. And he was even less pleased to discover many of the 

museum's corridors utterly devoid of life... 



 

"What's wrong?" He asked of no one at all. "Has there been an epidemic? The streets 

are empty: is the mortuary bulging?" 

The obvious course of action was to use counter-intuitive thinking, Kraken Waiks 

reasoned. "If there are no people in all the places you'd expect to be busy; then let's go 

someplace that's usually quiet as the grave."   

It was a fabulous idea, and before long they'd wandered out on to the seemingly endless 

Woven Expanse... 

 

Whether Kraken's logic was flawed was yet to be determined, but they all agreed that 

walking took a lot of effort and was 'a bit boring'. Worse still, Billious couldn't find a 

futuristic urinal anywhere... 

 



...and elected to walk away from his resulting 'accident' very slowly indeed - hoping that 

any CCTV cameras that might have recorded the event were looking the other way. 

Unimaginably far away across the universe, Throgennis Frote seethed... 

 

He also simmered. He didn't care how long it would take him - even if it was the rest of 

his life - but he promised himself, then and there, that when the opportunity finally 

presented itself, he would personally shove the head of each and every oh-so-self-

important alien down the nearest lavatory bowl, and pull the flush lever with all his 

might. But, for the moment, he kept his own counsel: he would strike at a time of his 

choosing - when they least expected it. 

Meanwhile, back in the Museum of Future Technology... 

 

Billious Botner, Kraken Waiks, and Narlden Haggard had returned inside, where they 

discovered that an incredibly important sign had been erected. 

"By the Saint of All Earplugs." Kraken exploded verbally. "The Main Thoroughfare is 

going to close for refurbishment. This is the last chance we'll ever get to walk its 

hallowed...um...walkway!" 



"Quick, let's do it." Narlden urged. "Just in case this sign is twenty-four hours out of 

date." 

So, moments later, they took (what would almost certainly be) their first, and last, walk 

along the famous Main Thoroughfare... 

 

They were pleased to note that there were a few others doing the exact same thing... 

 

...and if they'd bothered to think, they could have asked them where everybody was. But 

they didn't. Instead they visited the recently refurbished Oracle information computer... 

 



Its eyes glowed with artificial sentience as it became activated by their mere presence... 

 

"I am the Oracle." It informed them needlessly. "Ask me any question, and I will 

answer it accurately and with alacrity." 

Again the multi-hued trio missed their opportunity. Instead of asking the obvious 

question, which would have received the answer: "They're all watching you on giant 

wall screens." they asked: "Is there something incredibly interesting we can do that 

doesn't involve walking over the Woven Expanse?" To which the Oracle replied: "Have 

you ever considered catching the latest shuttle craft to the Future Museum of Mars?" 

"It's a bit early in the day for space flight." Billious opined. 

"You don't have to go now." The Oracle replied. "The ticket office doesn't open until 

ten o'clock. But I'd suggest you form an orderly line: it's very popular, and the tiny 

facsimile of the K T Woo star ship has very limited seating." 

"Oh." Kraken said - his interest piqued. "What about toilets?" 

"One at the front." The Oracle answered. "Two at rear." 

Billious didn't say anything right away. Instead he imagined himself standing upon the 

red surface of Mars. He'd always wanted to look up at the blue sphere that was Earth. 

 



Then he thought of something else... 

 

Mars, he felt, did look awfully red. Might not his pink chum become hopelessly lost 

there? Then he realized that it probably wasn't as red as he imagined... 

 

But it was very sandy there, and neither he nor Narlden liked sand. Then he had an 

even more startling thought... 

 



"Marsquakes!" He yelled inside in his mind. "They make things wobble!" 

 

But Billious needn't have worried too much: after all Mars was still a long way off. So 

he didn't argue when the others dragged him to the ticket office... 

 

...where they waited patiently until someone arrived at work and... 

 



...turned on the lights. Although the door into the Mars Flight ticket office was 

illuminated so delightfully, still the three earplugs prevaricated. They really weren't 

convinced that it would be enjoyable... 

 

"Oh, I'm not sure it’s the right thing to do." They would say. Or: "Is there such thing 

as space sickness." 

Then the door opened, and two passengers from the returning Mars Shuttle emerged... 

 

"Hi-ya." Kraken said as he intercepted the extreme vacation junkies. "Was it fun? Did 

you enjoy it? Were you space sick? Are the on-board in-flight sandwiches reasonably 

tasty?" 

Naturally the returnees answered: "Yes. Yes. No." And: "A little bit." 

Then it was forwards on their return journey home for them... 



 

...leaving the boys lining up to enter the ticket office. 

The computer in the ticket office was still warming up when the threesome entered... 

 

Then its operator flicked on the cubicle light... 

 



...and asked: "Can I help you?" 

"Tres billetas para Mars, por favor." Narlden responded enthusiastically. "Ida y 

vuelta." 

Five minutes later the Mars shuttle was blasting into space... 

 

The ship's resemblance to the K T Woo was remarkable. Only its lack of size gave it 

away... 

 

But it was mighty fast; and by the time it took for the three newest passengers to eat 

their cellophane-flavoured sandwiches, and suck dry the condensed coffee capsules, the 

ship reached the half-way point in the journey; went into transition... 

 



...and began the long fall to Mars... 

 

Next stop: the Future Museum of Mars - and a potential appointment with destiny! 

Then, as the wan light of a distant sun illuminated the shuttle... 

 

...its pilot adopted a nose-down position to begin his approach to the planet. It was at 

this moment that the passengers discovered the changed face of the former Red Planet... 

 



"Flipping heck." One of them bellowed as he stared with incredulity through his 

porthole. "I didn't expect this!" 

 

He then added: "I wish to register a complaint. No one told me to pack either my snow 

shoes or my thermal underpants!" 

Surprise in space can do strange things to silicon life-forms. So, naturally, a shouting 

match erupted. Many earplugs told other earplugs to... 

 

"Shut thy face, thee spawny wassack!" And "I'll punch you right up the throat if you 

don't shut your stupid great gob!" 

Since the transformation of Mars into an ice planet, the Shuttle Conductor had seen it 

all before. He merely stood to one side with a vaguely bemused look upon his face... 



 

Other passengers were actually quite pleased with the altered situation on Mars... 

 

...because some of them loved watching biathlon and ski jumping on TV, and now they 

might get the chance to try it for themselves in a lower gravity environment. 

By the time everyone had calmed down, the shuttle was streaking across the upper 

atmosphere... 

 



A short while later the reversing thrusters blasted like a bunch of loonies... 

 

...and before long everyone became aware that they had landed a short distance from... 

 

...the Future Museum of Mars. 

"Sorry everyone," the Conductor said with an apologetic tone in his voice, "but the 

docking ring is iced up. You'll have to walk the final kilometre to the museum. But 

don't worry, the air is now breathable, and if you run at a gentle pace, you'll keep nice 

and toasty warm. Just don't run like heck and build up a sweat: you'll freeze to death 

before you get half way there." 

Several didn't like the odds, and chose to return to Earth. But others decided to take a 

chance... 



 

...but they weren't entirely sure it had been a sensible choice. And others, who had 

brought woolly scarves in their hand luggage... 

 

...positively enjoyed themselves. Of course Billious, Kraken, and Narlden fell 

somewhere between the two extremes... 

 

But when the snow began to fall again, Billious considered voicing his doubts... 



 

Then, without warning, or any previous experience of the phenomenon, Billious has a 

premonition of doom... 

 

"Holy heck," he yelled, "someone's about to do something potentially disastrous!" 

Little did anyone on the surface of Mars know, but deep beneath, in the ancient sunken 

citadel of the Martian civilisation that had been destroyed thousands of years previous 

by an unexpected and cataclysmic ignition of a global methane cloud following the 

annual World Farting Contest, the current Martian's robotic servants were 

experimenting with their power generator... 

 



Unfortunately a young apprentice, who had only recently been constructed, and whose 

programming hadn't been triple-checked, accidentally turned the dial up to eleven, and 

something happened that didn't tally with scientific dogma and theory, and totally 

failed to match their expectations... 

 

The result was a power outage, and the cessation of the homing beacon that all the 

walking customers required to guide them through the storm to the museum. And the 

result of the result was... 

 

...a sense of uncertainty in the minds of Kraken, Narlden, and Billious. This sense of 

uncertainty grew into a sense of bad-tempered grumpiness as they discovered that their 

other sense - that being their sense of direction - had deserted them... 



 

"I'm feeling really fed up." Kraken complained. "Getting lost on cold, inhospitable 

worlds is really boring." 

Narlden couldn't agree more: "I couldn't agree more." He agreed. "In addition I would 

like to...ah...add that I find this episode with the homing beacon failure reprehensible on 

at least fifteen levels of reprehensibility." 

"I'm gonna write to my Member of Parliament." Billious informed the others. "And, 

boy, am I gonna use some really strong language. Assuming that we survive this, of 

course." 

But, as the minutes dragged by, those inside the Future Museum of Mars... 

 



...began to worry. The sole curator, Frisby Mumph, stood atop a watch tower with the 

replacement for his assistant, Badgerlilly, who was none other than former K T Woo 

bridge crewperson, Lilly Whitewater... 

 

Asked why he'd chosen Lilly to replace Badgerlilly, who had elected to become a free-

plunging pot-holer, Frisby had replied: "Coz I like the name Lilly; and she came with 

her own pressure suit." 

But despite the high elevation of the tower, he couldn't see the missing trio... 

 

...as they struggled on - even though darkness began to fall. 



Chapter 4 

Far away, in the residential area of the Museum of Future Technology, viewers of night-

time TV were better informed as the Galactic Court overrode normal television 

transmissions... 

 

In that same court, the defendant, Throgennis Frote, fought mightily to retain his 

composure... 

 

...especially as yet another accuser... 

 



...noted that the museum had gone to... 

 

...Red Alert. 

The Red Alert came as a response to something that had happened earlier. Cushions 

Smethwyke had been discussing some incredibly important curator's stuff with some 

fellow curators in the Great Hall... 

 

...when they were suddenly interrupted by a mob of angry earplugs... 

 



"You have to do something about those poor lost museum customers on Mars." The 

mob's spokesplug and fellow curator, Widerspoon Flange demanded. "You are morally 

and legally obliged to mount a rescue mission." 

Cushions was horrified: she had no means of keeping up her part of the bargain entered 

into when a customer buys a ticket that allows them entry into the museum. 

"But Space Ship Number Fifteen is no more; the K T Woo is far away in deep space; 

and the Mars Shuttle hasn't returned yet." She complained. "I don't know how. Do you, 

Pretty-Boy Plankton?" 

 

"Er, no." The multi-hued former hood replied. "But I guess you could try the 

Omnipresent Scanner to find them, and then maybe contact Magnuss Earplug, 

wherever he is, and maybe ask him to help out. He is a saint, after all." 

"Great idea." A relieved Cushions replied as she quickly adjusted Pretty-Boy's plan 

into something more practical. "Let's make that official. Go to Crimson Alert. I'll warm 

up the Scanner: you call the Earplug Brothers." 

So, whilst Cushions did this... 

 



...Widderspoon met with no success whatsoever contacting the heroic siblings, because 

Rudi and Valentine were riding the travellator as they passed the timber yard en route 

to Auntie Doris's house for a cup of tea and a slice of  lemon drizzle cake... 

 

And Chester and Miles were somewhere... 

 

...arguing the merit - or demerit - of another Anton Twerp work, this time entitled The 

Mint Sauce Rocket. So it proved impossible for them to make telepathic contact with 

their talented brother. But although Widderspoon scored zip with his task, Cushions 

was more successful... 

And Cushions success was her ability to use the Omnipresent Scanner so efficiently that 

she discovered Magnuss upon a distant planet in ten seconds flat. So she, everyone in 

the Museum of Future Technology, and even those in the Galactic Court, watched as 

Zip Fladgerston dashed back to fetch the golden Magnuss and demand that he follow 

him into the desert...  



 

"What are you so flipping excited about, Zip?" Magnuss asked reasonably enough. 

Then he added: "Gosh, its hot here: no wonder you took your silver suit off. It's a pity 

that you didn't have any underpants on underneath it though." 

But when he saw what Zip had seen earlier, he completely forgot all about the sight of 

the cable end's bum, because he could barely believe his sodding eyes. 

"It, it, “he stammered, "looks like a small oasis town. A rather more significant 

observation though is that it appears to be populated by beings much like yourself!" 

 

And Magnuss's observation was entirely accurate... 



 

But then surprise turned to something analogous to horror when... 

 

...a team that Magnuss recognised as a Security Squad arrived. It was only a tiny oasis 

town, so it was relatively easy to enter the town from both ends at the same time... 

 



Magnuss and Zip stood aghast as some of the townsfolk tried hiding in the woods... 

 

And others dashed off into the desert... 

 

But the Security Squad were efficient and remorseless in their pursuit... 

 



...and very quickly they began rounding up their quarry... 

 

"Gotcha!" The Squad Leader with a blue cranium roared with boastful delight. 

"But why?" His captives voiced their fears. "What possible reason would you have for 

rounding up all us yellow desert folks?" 

"Security Squad members don't grow on trees, ya know." The Squad Leader answered. 

"Only yellow cable ends are any good at it. So, every once in a while we go on a 

recruiting drive. You'll be taken back to the city and conscripted into the security 

forces. You won't like it initially, but before long the indoctrination process will have 

you loving every minute of it. Who knows maybe next year you'll be rounding up your 

brothers and sisters just like we're rounding up you right now." 

But some were smarter than others; right under the Squad Leader's olfactory array, 

they took off across the pitched roofs... 

 

Naturally the Security Squad went in pursuit... 



 

But they didn't know the back streets like the locals did, and before long three desert-

folk managed to place some distance between themselves and their pursuers... 

 

Or, to put it another way, they got away. But they needed somewhere to hole up until 

night fall. And they found it... 

 

...in a hole in an ancient building's wall; though they did experience difficulty squeezing 

through it... 



 

But when they did... 

 

...they were amazed to discover catacombs even more ancient that must have dated back 

to the Year One. 

And the deeper they plunged into the mysterious interior, the darker it became... 

 

Although the three escapees knew each other loosely - that is they said "Good morning, 

what a nice day it is today. They say it might rain later in the afternoon." whenever they 

chanced to meet in the street; the tobacconist; or the offal shop - none knew the other's 

name. So, as they continued to flee apace, they... 



 

...introduced themselves: 

"I'm Edni Gilbatross." The first in line said between deep, nervous breaths. "I peel 

artichokes and other unpopular vegetables - when I'm not being pursued by 

government heavies." 

"How interesting." The cable end directly behind Edni said when he realised that Edni 

had nothing more to say. "My name is Sponson Croupe. I'm the town's chief feather 

boa design engineer. I hope you don't mind." 

"Not at all." The third in line wheezed as she struggled to keep up with the others. "I 

like feather boas immensely. If I wasn't the Mayor's bottom-wiper, I'd wear a different 

one every day of the year. As the Mayor's bottom-wiper my name should always remain 

a secret; but since the mayor himself has been captured and taken into servitude, I 

guess the whole subject is moot. So I can safely tell you that I'm known as Saskia 

Mudhatch, which, when considering my job, seems vaguely fitting." 

So, introductions complete, Edni, Sponson, and Saskia continued their flight to 

freedom... 

 

But what they didn't expect was the discovery that at the end of the catacombs sat a 

huge... 



 

...cave, which led into a labyrinth of caverns... 

 

"Has anyone noticed that the lighting is brighter down here?" Saskia inquired. 

"Strange." Edni replied. "In theory it should be darker than the interior of my colon at 

this depth: but it's bright enough to read a paperback novel by." 

"In large print." Sponson said as an addendum. 

Saskia then asked the obvious question: "What might be the cause of it?" 

"Well," Edni attempted to answer her, "it's probably bioluminescence, or more likely a 

hitherto unsuspected cache of buried advanced technology that's been hidden from us 

for yonks." 

"Oh, good." Sponson spoke into the resulting shocked silence. "Let's go find it: it could 

make us rich beyond the dreams of avarice." 

So they did... 



 

Before long the three fugitives discovered that the ledge upon which they ambulated 

nervously kind of fizzled out... 

 

The way onwards was obvious, but far from clear. A swirling mist obscured their view 

of what lay below the ledge. Bravely Saskia closed her eyes and took several deep 

breaths. Then she did something that stunned her new-found chums... 

 



She jumped! 

Meanwhile, upon the desert sand, Zip and Magnuss stood open-mouthed... 

 

...as they watched the, hyper-efficient, security squad capture the last of the innocent 

yellow desert folk... 

 

"Ah-ha!" They heard the squad leader yell triumphantly... 



 

..."we're gonna drag you back to the city, and parade you through the streets like some 

kind of trophy." 

"Show off!" The captive blurted in furious response. "Not that it'll do you much good: I 

had oatmeal for breakfast: now my guts need to make room for it. Parade me about the 

streets at your own risk!" 

But the cable end's threats were ignored, and soon he was dragged away screaming. 

Whilst Zip went in search of the Trans-Galactic Prospectors, Magnuss ran back to tell 

the others... 

 

Nennigross, Catford, Lucian, and Julian couldn't have been more surprised. 

"Gor blimey!" Catford exclaimed roughly like the female weightlifter she was. 

"Flip me sideways!" Julian and Lucian said as one. 



"We have to do something." Nennigross exploded. "I hate injustice: it makes me wanna 

puke!" 

 

Magnuss smiled inwardly; Nennigross reminded him of his brave and loyal girlfriend, 

Hair-Trigger Provost, whom he missed terribly since being whisked out of his flying 

saucer by unknown and unseen forces long ago whilst engaged upon a mission to save 

the K T Woo with her. 

"Yeah, good idea." He said. "Any ideas?" 

Naturally the four young earplugs were full of ideas... 

 

...but only Fang's was worth a fig: 



"We follow." The green plugmutt said quietly. "Use Fang's nose; track cable ends." 

Nennigross wasn't enamoured with the plan, and Julian felt compelled to look away at 

the difficult moment betwixt the plugmutt and his registered keeper. 

"Right then." Magnuss said as he assumed command. "Let's go." 

Chapter 5 

Keeping a discrete distance, Magnuss and the others followed the security squad across 

the desert, until they came across a road that led into a tunnel... 

 

Concerned that they might be spotted in the strangely familiar open landscape, the 

terrestrial earplugs decided to wait until nightfall before continuing. 

"But surely," Lucian chirped, "night will never come. Clearly this planet has a dark 

side and a light side. We were on the dark side: now we are on the light side." 

As Magnuss went to respond, night arrived with a suddenness that boggled the 

imagination, and jangled the younger earplug's intellects... 

 

On the roadside below the hillside spot where they huddled together, street lights began 

to twinkle invitingly. So invitingly, in fact, that the group set off immediately - renewing 



their pursuit of the security squad and their innocent captive. It was only then that 

Magnuss finally replied to Lucian's statement: 

"I've seen this countryside before." He said. "I believe that before long we will 

encounter a strange monoculture that stretches to the horizon in every direction - 

except the one we've come from, obviously." 

Nennigross was a smart female: she saw, in an instant, where Magnuss's tale was 

leading: 

"By the Saint of All Earplugs." She squealed in an appealing...um...squeal. "This is the 

planet Scroton. The last place you were seen before magically reappearing in the 

Museum of Future Technology in a hidden sealed 'Ladies' toilet on one of the lower 

levels!" 

Magnuss's appreciation of Nennigross soared. "Correcto." He cried. "Excellente. Muy 

bien. This is, indeed, the planet I named Scroton. And that security squad is headed for 

the major city called Scroton Prime." 

"Excuse me." Lucian interrupted. "But I don't recall anything about Scroton having a 

dark side and a light side." 

Magnuss looked up at the night sky... 

 

It was so different to the one he was used to seeing in his youth, when he would lay upon 

his back on the roof of the house in which his Auntie Doris lived, and stare with wonder 

at the arch of infinity above him. 

"You see," he said, "intelligent life on Scroton didn't evolve naturally. It was created by 

an advanced race, which even now, protects this fledgling civilisation against 

interference. When they discovered the cable ends, they knew that they had found a 

species on the brink of sentience. But, being super intelligent, they knew that merely 



endowing the pre-Scrotonites with self-awareness and braininess wasn't enough: they 

had to create the correct environment for their planned civilisation to succeed. They 

had to change this whole dark side / light side thing. Enter stage left a vast space craft... 

 

A really vast space craft..." 

 

"How do you know this?" Catford asked. 

"Their golden leader told me." Magnuss replied. "It was as we returned to my saucer. 

And if we hadn't been so busy in our crippled flying saucer... 

 



...breaking wind furiously, I would have recognised the constellations, and so identified 

this planet much sooner. Anyway; on with the story..." 

And so Magnuss told the attentive youngsters everything he could recall about the 

creation of the Scrotonite society. And as he spoke, their fertile young mind's eyes 

conjured up visions of the vast space ship deploying an almost equally vast disc... 

 

...into a distant orbit around the planet that was to be named Scroton only twenty-three 

years later. And they 'saw' how the disc was positioned in space... 

 

...so that every twelve hours it would intercept the suns light... 



 

...and create 'night' upon the light side of the planet... 

 

Only then could those wise alien beings kick-start a civilisation... 

 

...and speed them through the process of city building... 



 

...from simple mud huts, to... 

 

...towering architectural achievements. 

And it was into the major architectural achievement that the security squad led their 

last captive... 

 



...though it was early in the day... 

 

...so that no one was up and about to see the aggrieved captive have an unfortunate 

accident in his desert folk trousers. And it was into the same architectural achievement 

that the earplugs followed... 

 

Only now they'd been joined by the late arriving Trans-Galactic prospectors... 

 



But back in the Galactic Court one of the spokes-beings for the prosecution halted 

proceedings... 

 

"There you go." It roared. "Sticking their poxy noses into other people's affairs again. 

Well I just hope they get themselves blown to smithereens by the protecting aliens. And 

if they don't, I vote we do it for them!"  

Throgennis Frote sighed... 

 

...He knew the situation was hopeless. The court had already made up its mind. Unless 

an earplug somewhere could do something quite remarkably fabulous, his species was 

doomed to instantaneous extinction. He closed his eyes and hoped that it was all a nasty 

dream, caused by his over-consumption of brie the evening previous, from which he 

would awaken and begin another frustrating day at his hover pad emporium. But, 

fortunately, he wasn't entirely correct in his summation: there were a few Over-Beings 

capable of compassion and patience. For example, this one... 



 

"Oh, I don't know so much." It said. "I think we're jumping the gun a little here. Why, 

proceedings have hardly begun before you've already had poor Throgennis, here, hung, 

drawn, and quartered before breakfast. Think back to those trans-galactic prospectors: 

do you recall how they ran for hour upon hour on that huge treadmill - trying to 

provide enough power to keep their doomed saucer from crashing into the Museum of 

Future Technology? A saucer that we deliberately sabotaged, I might add. 

 

Did they complain? No they didn't: they just got on with the task. And what about that 

dear little Catford Greene: remember how she got lost in a shopping mall once, when 

she went looking for a toilet... 

 



She didn't scream once. I say, let's continue: give the poor little blighters a fighting 

chance." 

Even more fortunate for Throgennis was the fact that the kindly being wasn't alone... 

 

This one said nothing overtly. Instead it opened a communication channel to the former 

Sheriff of Busted Gut, Captain Sinclair Brooch, aboard the K T Woo... 

 

"Hello." It said... 

 



..."You don't know me, but I'm a very powerful alien being that just happens to be a 

judge at the Galactic Court. I'd like to bring you up to date with the current case that 

we're hearing right now. You won't like it, but you have a right to know that before 

long you might cease to exist. So here's a transmission of what's happened so far. You 

can tune into the live feed after you've seen it." 

Well after watching recent events at the court, no one aboard the Worstworld star ship 

felt particularly cheerful... 

 

"Cripes." Sinclair yelped. "The future of the earplug species hangs upon the actions 

and words of a self-confessed hover board franchise their? I feel it's my duty as an 

earplug to do something foolhardy and brave." 

He looked at the ship's view screen... 

 

And as he did so he realised that if things went badly at the Galactic Court, never again 

would an earplug's eye gaze upon the wonders of the universe. For his kind only eternal 

darkness beckoned. 

"Ada," he said to his helmsplug, "light a fire in the atomic pile." 

Seconds later the ship's engines burst into incandescent fury... 



 

And seconds after that they were streaking across the gulfs of space... 

 

"Okay," Sinclair added nervously... 

 

..."set a course for the location of that live feed, and hit the 'Go Faster' button." 

Ada Muffin gulped nervously. But, with only a nanosecond's hesitation, she complied 

with her captain's instruction like the trooper she was. And the ship jumped to hyper 

speed... 



 

"Wheeeee." Everybody on the bridge yelled in delight... 

 

..."Look out Galactic Court: here comes the K T Woo!"  

Meanwhile, back in the city of Scroton Prime, the terrestrials and prospectors had lost 

their quarry in the labyrinth of city side streets. So they split up and went searching for 

them in pairs. 

 

Magnuss decided to shed his gold colouring and paired up with Zip again. Together 

they dipped into the subterranean access walkways... 



 

Zip, being a desert dweller, and a subsequent abductee, understood even less about the 

city than Magnuss, who himself, knew diddly squat. Soon both became hopelessly lost... 

 

...and Magnuss's often recalcitrant bowel began releasing noxious vapours. Fortunately 

for Zip, his kind had developed the ability to withstand sand storms by closing their 

nostrils and breathing through their ears, so the smell from Magnuss's out-gassings 

didn't send him into a state of catatonic shock.  Fortune then smiled upon them further 

as signage appeared upon the corridor walls... 

 



It soon became clear to them that they were on the right track. The Security 

Recruitment office was only a short distance away. Now all that Magnuss needed to 

contend with was a period of indecision... 

 

Which way should they turn next - to the left or to the right? 

It was at this precise moment that an event, located far across the galaxy, took 

precedence over the adventure of Magnuss Earplug. The Wetworld star ship, Chi-Z-

Sox... 

 

...had lingered in the region of space that contained the deuterium rich water world into 

which the ship had been forced to crash-land several weeks earlier... 

 



Professor Hydious Gout, the co-inventor and captain of the interstellar vessel... 

 

...remained intrigued by the notion of an underwater race that was so defensive of their 

plentiful deuterium that they would attack anyone or anything that threatened to take 

so much as a teaspoonful - using directed energy weapons no less... 

 

Over and over he watched footage of their submarine city... 

 

Of course he had no idea whatsoever that his actions were being watched across half the 

galaxy - including the bridge of the K T Woo... 



 

...and the Museum of Future Technology... 

 

...where the workforce felt confident that Gout wouldn't foul up... 

 

And they were quite right to, because, having ruminated long enough, Gout had the 

ship turned around and was about to blast for distant worlds... 



 

...when he got a call from the bio-lab. Within seconds he and his wife, Putridity, stood 

looking with disbelief as a strange water-born life form hung suspended in saline 

water... 

 

Once recovered from the initial shock of discovering that an alien life form had gained 

access to their space craft, Hydious and Putridity Gout wanted to know more... 

 

"How the flipping heck did that sodding thing end up here?" Putridy screamed. "It's 

ghastly!" 



"Yes," Hydious backed up his wife with a strong tone of his own, "that thing looks as 

though it could crush the life out of every one of us without drawing breath or sweating 

even slightly. Are you sure that glass will hold it?" 

The silver-suited guards blanched at this, and were sorely tempted to take a backward 

step. And Gout's top scientists - Pelvac Throost, Clasp Gytnor, Rextum Hangdang, 

Battard Scootum, and Gangies Phalangees were surprised: they'd never heard their 

boss so upset about anything - not even the time when the triple-ply lavatory paper 

jammed up the toilet in his captain's ready room, and obnoxious filth spread all through 

his deep pile hearth-rug, which had to be jettisoned into space before anyone found out. 

So they all put on false smiles, and then assured him that not only was it safely 

contained, but that it had gained entry through a buckled flange plate in the cooling 

system when the ship's cook had decided to draw water from the ocean into the ship so 

that he could replenish the shower and bath water supply, whilst desalination of the 

aforementioned ocean water would provide some much-needed salt to make his foul 

space-gruel more palatable.  

 

Hydious was relieved with the news: he'd thought that the scary-looking entity had 

come aboard as a seed and had grown inside the body of a crewplug; burst out of his 

body in an exaltation of gore; and was only captured because it got itself locked in the 

lavatory - something that both Gouts were in the habit of doing, on a regular basis. 

"That's the trouble with being left-handed on an ambidextrous space ship." Putridity 

would often complain. 

"Oh, jolly good." Hydious responded. "Tell the helmsplug to find us a nice spot on the 

opposite side of the world, and we'll drop this monster back into the water. I don't like 

the look of it; it really must go - and sooner the better." 

With that he and Putridity departed, en route to the bridge... 



 

"See that you have it nicely parcelled up for disembarkation." Pelvac Throost 

instructed the Leader of the Guard. 

So, moments later, the Helmsplug's voice could be heard echoing down corridors: 

"Buckle up and strap yourselves down: prepare to get under way."  

 

And a few moments later still, the Chi-Z-Sox began to make headway to a new orbital 

position... 



 

"Ah," Battard Scootum said as the planet swam into view upon the main screen... 

 

..."let's have a look down there." 

The helmsplug duly complied and tilted the ship so the sensors could sweep the planet... 

 



"Oh, look," Putridity squealed as she ran around the captain's chair for a better view... 

 

..."it's a lovely island!" 

And indeed it was a lovely island... 

 

...that was swathed in mist and coated with strange round things that looked 

suspiciously like stylish habitat domes. 

"I can't see properly." Hydious snapped at his scientist elite. "Do something about it." 

It was Rextum Hangdang who authored a positive response: 



"Recommend that we descend into the atmosphere with our retros firing. It should 

burn off that mist, and if there are any witnesses to our arrival, they'll probably be the 

subjects of ridicule from their peers." 

It was a great idea... 

 

...and before long the foggy conditions were swept away by the hot exhaust... 

 

Aboard the watching K T Woo the manoeuvre... 

 



...was greeted by loud applause from the bridge crew... 

 

As the Chi-Z-Sox continued to descend, details of the island... 

 

...became clear enough for those crew members watching out of the porthole... 

 

...to make out surface details. 



"That looks like a cinema." One of them cried out. "I wonder what movie they're 

showing." 

"And that has to be public toilet." Another said. "Look at the queue outside the front 

door!" 

"Launch a probe." Clasp Gytnor instructed the Probe Launch Officer. "I want to see 

what those other funny round things over there on the left are." 

He had to wait several seconds for the probe to launch and then transmit back pictures 

from ground level... 

 

"Hmm," Gangies Phalangees - a scientist who specialised in organic computing and 

natural building products said into the resulting puzzled silence, "that could be a 

biological communication array. That aurora behind it pretty much confirms it." 

Hydious didn't like the sound of that... 

 

"I don't like the sound of that." He said. "They might tell those underwater devils that 

we're here. We could get shot down. Take us somewhere else completely." 

This was just the order his crew had been waiting for. 



"Any suggestions, Sir?" Pelvac Throost inquired. 

"Yes." Hydious replied. "Somewhere out of the way. A rocky, storm-tossed shore 

should do nicely." 

On a world that is mostly ocean, it could only be minutes before the crew discovered 

another island. More importantly, when they did, it was rocky and storm-tossed... 

 

"Ah… snow-capped cliffs." Hydious noted gleefully. "No sentient being would dream of 

living there. Right, take us down: we have an alien to set free." 

So, moments later... 

 

...the ship of space became a submarine. Upon the bridge... 



 

...Professor Gout gave the order: "Okay, ditch the fish." 

Immediately afterwards the ship returned to its natural environment... 

 

This was quickly followed by the main drive lighting up, and the ship setting off on 

another journey... 

 

Chapter 6 

In the Galactic Court, Throgennis cheered. More importantly he wasn't alone: one of 

the judges grinned widely... 



 

...and said: "Didn't they do well! I don't know about you lot, but I think that was one of 

the most selfless acts I've ever witnessed. They could easily have shoved that accidental 

stowaway out the air lock, or even eaten it. I'll grant them fifteen credits." 

Throgennis didn't know anything about the worth of Galactic Court credits... 

 

...but, he reasoned, even one must be a whole bunch better than none at all. 

"Fifteen." He said breathlessly. "Wow, aint that something!" 

So he was even more surprised when another judge... 



 

...said, "I'll match your fifteen credits. I think they showed great compassion. Hey, these 

earplug guys aren't half as bad as some people say. Let's go back and check out the 

others: I have a God-like feeling that we'll be pleasantly surprised." 

So attention was once more turned upon earplugs in the Solar System. Or, to be slightly 

more precise, a region upon the surface of Mars that lies in the vicinity of the Future 

Museum of Mars... 

 

So, whilst the Chi-Z-Sox blasted towards new adventures... 



 

...and everyone aboard were expecting a pleasant ride across the cosmos... 

 

...and were disappointed subsequently when the Inertial Damping Compensators 

failed... 

 



...which, in turn, really screwed with their subjective reality; volunteer search parties 

from the museum were forming up in the snow... 

 

This was just as well, because Kraken Waiks, Billious Botner, and Narlden Haggard 

had reached the point where the cold was making them hallucinate. In fact they were 

hallucinating so badly that they truly believed that they had found their way into the 

museum via a back door, and had discovered a futuristic urinal... 

 

...which they used with a hitherto unsuspected ferocity. Eventually Kraken and Narlden 

could squeeze no more from their previously distended bladders, and began stumbling 

away in wonderment at their surroundings... 

 



"Golly, look at this, Billious." Kraken urged his lemon-hued buddy. "It's fab!" 

"I'm not finished." Billious replied. "And I think I'm a tad snow-blind too. Be my eyes: 

describe to me everything you see." 

For a moment those watching in the Museum of Future Technology were fooled by the 

hallucinogenic apparition... 

 

And those watching on their TVs in the habitat zone... 

 

...were forced outside... 

 



...by a faulty optical smoke alarm that had mistaken the dark clouds of the approaching 

dawn for huge clumps of smoke. So they missed the arrival in Overspace, from a 

hyperspace wormhole, of the mighty K T Woo... 

 

"Jeepers." A Galactic Court judge exclaimed in surprise... 

 

... "This is an unexpected development. If that ship opens fire now, we're defenceless 

against its proton torpedoes. We'll never find out if Magnuss and the others manage to 

save the abducted cable end. And what becomes of the three young earplugs in the 

snows of Mars will remain a mystery to us and everyone watching this court case." 

Well the terribly superior God-like alien needn't have worried, because the bridge crew 

of the K T Woo... 



 

... weren't really paying much attention at that point. Instead they were hoping to find 

inspiration for their foolhardy attempt at heroism by watching a recording of Magnuss 

Earplug's mission to make first contact with the people of the planet, he was to later 

name, Scroton... 

 

But when this happened... 

 



...they were a little confused and hugely disconcerted... 

 

"What the heck?" Captain Brooch began. He finished with: "Is there something wrong 

with the main viewer?" 

It was his favourite helmsplug (now on Proton Torpedo launching duties) who ended 

the subsequent silence... 

 



"I think I have it all worked out." She said. "The galactic court isn't just presenting one 

bunch of evidence: its showing several at the same time. But the bad news is...one of 

them is us!" 

Well you could have hit Captain Sinclair Brooch around the head with an over-sized 

cricket bat, and he wouldn't have noticed... 

 

"Oh." He said. He then added, for his Helmsplug’s benefit alone, "I suppose we'd better 

stop here and take a look around: I wouldn't want to do anything rash that would result 

in a guilty verdict for all earplugdom." 

So the ship halted the headlong plunge that had so worried the galactic court, and the 

crew took a quick look at the planet's surface... 

 

...which didn't look very appealing at all. 



"Poor Throgennis Frote." Hakking Chestikov said, as the shift ended and he took 

Sinclair's place in the captain's chair... 

 

...I wouldn't want to be in his place." 

But a moment later he was feeling somewhat sorrier for himself, as a blinding 

light...kind'a...blinded him... 

 

...and yet another vast being filled the view screen...  



 

"Oh do stop hogging the limelight, you pathetic worm." It growled. "Regard some 

rather more worthy earplugs." 

 The earplugs, to which the super-intelligent alien referred, were, of course, the lost trio 

on Mars. Although Billious continued to hallucinate, Kraken and Narlden suddenly got 

better... 

 

And they were not best pleased.  



"Arse!" They hissed in despairing unison. 

But instead of feeling sorry for themselves, they went to find Billious. When they found 

him, they knocked him about a bit until he regained his wits; then set out in search of 

somewhere warmer... 

 

Somewhere that none of them expected to find before they froze solid. 

With almost every earplug in the Future Museum of Mars out searching for the lost 

youngsters, the Martian natives - or Muffins, as they preferred to be known - felt the 

need to assist... 

 

Unused to snow at any time throughout the history of Mars, the Muffins suffered 

horribly in the chilly conditions. So they sent out their fearsome war robots instead... 



 

Unfortunately the war robots were really only any good for shooting down approaching 

spacecraft, so, despite their spectacular olfactory arrays, they couldn't find lost earplugs 

if their continued existence depended upon it. So Billious, Kraken, and Narlden 

continued to stumble aimlessly... 

 

...until, finally, all trace of them was lost... 

 



At the controls of the K T Woo, Hakking Chestikov sat indecisively... 

 

...and stared at the main viewer... 

 

But little did he know that... 



 

...Bottoms Barkingwell, whose tasks demanded that she work within the bowels of the 

huge vessel, and required rubber gloves and a large lavatory brush to complete to a 

satisfactory standard, spotted something that made her smile. And that something was 

none other than Captain Sinclair Brooch and his wife, Nancy... 

 

...as they scurried along on their way towards the cabin, in which resided... 

 



...the Cyber Oracle. So, after bringing the electronic fountain of knowledge up to date, 

Nancy said: "Oh Oracle, what the sodding hell are we supposed to do?" 

In reply, the shocked Cyber Oracle said, "Flipping heck; that's the most difficult 

question that I've ever been asked. It's going to tax me to the very limits of my design 

parameters - perhaps beyond them. In fact so far beyond my design parameters is this 

question taxing me that it's quite possible I might either make the final evolutionary 

step and thereby gain true artificial sentience; or I might explode." 

"We don't have time for this nonsense." Sinclair snapped. "Pull yourself together: 

you're the most advanced computer that ever existed on our doomed world, so aptly 

named, by an Earplug Brother, as Worstworld. Give me the blinking answer!" 

Under such pressure, the logic circuits inside the Cyber Oracle shifted into overdrive. 

Three seconds later the response came:  

"Yeah, I think I got it. The answer is..." 

Well the next anyone saw of the Captain and his wife was scant moments later, and they 

would never have guessed that anything was wrong aboard ship... 

 

In fact those who witnessed their passing took great comfort from their leader's 

contented smile. And, if they'd seen him stop off at an internal communication panel... 

 



...they might have wondered who he was calling up in such a genial manner in the midst 

of such a terrible crisis in orbit above the Galactic Court planet. 

It was Adam Binsmell (at Coms) that took the call... 

 

Adam listened intently for several seconds, before turning to the latest occupant of the 

Captain's chair - Daisy Pong... 

 

Daisy looked across at Adam. She had only just arrived at her duty station, and the 

replacement Helmsplug and Executive Officer were yet to arrive. 

"Yeah?" She spoke bluntly and used only mono-syllables. "What you want?" 

Being a talented Communication Officer, Adam relayed the Captain's message word for 

word and nuance for nuance. 

"Oh." Daisy responded... 



 

..."That good - innit!" 

 

Daisy Pong's speech pattern was abrupt; missing those joiny-uppy words that most 

people use; and often abrasive: but on this occasion she was utterly correct. It was good. 

It was very good. It was so good that Sinclair and Nancy didn't bother to do or say 

anything more on the subject. Instead they simply held hands and stared at the cosmos 

through their favourite window on Deck Three. 

But things weren't quite so tickety-boo where Magnuss Earplug was currently 

ensconced. Well, actually, it wasn't really all that awful at all. It wasn't really all that 

awful at all because Magnuss was on a mission. And when Magnuss Earplug is on a 

mission, things are never completely awful... 



 

This was because Magnuss knew exactly where he was going, and what he was going to 

do when he got there. There, of course, was the unpretentious domicile of the leader of 

the people of Scroton - Nigel.... 

 

...whose wife, Gloria, responded to the hammering upon the door... 

 

"Do you mind!" She snapped. "We're the King and Queen of Scroton: we don't take 

kindly to people hammering upon our door. Now go away, before I have you 

cauterised!" 

Then her eyes focused and she realized that she was looking at a bunch of aliens from 

another world. 



"Flip!" She added. She then called her husband, who was out the back flushing away 

the night's effluent from the temporary septic tank in the garden shed. 

 

"Have you come to reconnect our sewer pipe?" Nigel asked as his eyes began to adjust 

to the brightness of the day. 

Then, like Gloria before him, realization triumphed. But unlike his wife, Nigel saw only 

one figure... 

 

It seemed vaguely familiar, so he stepped outside for a better look... 

 



...which made Magnuss feel a little bashful. 

"You might know me better like this." Magnuss said to the confused-looking 

Scrotonite... 

 

"Magnuss!" Nigel yelled only semi-coherently with joy... 

 

He then embraced the earplug who had given his world a name. And, the watchers 

about them forgotten, they 'caught up' with each other at length. Only Fang interrupted 

them... 

 



...as he took the opportunity to sniff the royal backside, like any half-way decent 

plugmutt would. 

"So what brings you back to the palace?" Nigel inquired eventually. 

"Well..." Magnuss began nervously. 

Magnuss then proceeded to inform Nigel of his displeasure at the way that the security 

forces conscripted yellow-hued desert folk. 

"But they're so  good at it." Nigel replied defensively. 

Magnuss was incredulous. "What? Then, you mean you know all about the way 

recruitment teams go out into the desert and abduct innocent cable ends and force them 

into a life of servitude?" 

It was Nigel's turn to be surprised. "Abduct?" He said - rather stupidly, thought 

Magnuss. "Innocent cable ends?" Nigel continued. "I thought that they were all 

hardened pros and ex-football stars. Innocent desert folk? No-no, Magnuss my golden 

chum: you must be mistaken." 

This was exactly the response that Magnuss had anticipated. "Take nothing you see at 

face value." He said. He then beckoned Zip Fladgerston forward... 

 

Nigel studied Zip with an intensity that bordered on painful. From somewhere deep in 

the recesses of his artificial memory (given to him by the beings that had taken the cable 

end species from thicko morons to intelligent beings with an advanced society) and 

identified the silver suit that Zip wore. 

"Trans-galactic prospector, right?" He said. 

"Wrong." Zip replied as he stepped out of his suit... 



 

..."An innocent desert-dwelling cable end." He corrected his leader. "The only 

difference between me and your security forces is that I was accidentally abducted by 

aliens when I grew suspicious of some polluted ground water, and poked my nose into 

their affairs as they test drilled into our planet's crust, and therefore escaped the annual 

recruitment drive. So, you see, as naturally gifted investigators, we desert folk are 

equally naturally gifted security officers. It's only...ah...natural that your government 

would  take us from our...oh cripes...natural environment - and make us into your police 

force." 

Naturally Nigel could find no flaw in Zip's logic. "Let me call in some local officials." He 

said. "I'd like them to throw some light on the situation." 

So, five minutes later... 

 

...the local officials confessed to all the charges laid against them by Magnuss and Zip. 



"What's the point in denying it?" The burgundy-coloured Bergermeister, Conrad 

Fartz, grumbled. You're the Golden One: you know everything." 

"I do now." Nigel replied calmly. "I also know that from this moment on you will invite 

desert folk to volunteer. That means no more abductions - got it? It also means that any 

current abductees must be returned to the desert, and current security guys must be 

offered the opportunity to follow them if they wish."    

"Yeah, okay." The olive green National Guard C.O added. "And having discovered our 

less than cunning subterfuge, could you ask him to put his suit back on? Nakedness 

offends me on at least seventeen levels of offensiveness." 

Having quickly re-dressed, Zip turned to his prospector colleagues... 

 

"Guys," he said, "I know you never intended to take me from my home and turn me 

into a trans-galactic prospector; but you did - and now I couldn't imagine being 

anything else. Is it alright with you if I don't return to the desert? You see, I rather like 

whooshing about in space. And this suit is just so comfortable!" 

 

Everyone smiled broadly as the prospectors gathered around their crew-mate. 



"Yeah, whatever you want...er...Zip." Brock, their de facto leader replied. "You'll 

always have a seat on our bridge - when and if we ever get another ship." 

Magnuss and Nigel watched cheerfully as the team reunited... 

 

"We should do this more often." Nigel said as he watched the prospectors depart. 

"Do what?" Magnuss inquired. 

"Right wrongs." Nigel replied. "Bring justice where none exists. I think Scroton can do 

without me for a while. I'd like to see what's out there in the galaxy. I'd like to visit your 

Museum of Future Technology." 

Magnuss decided to shed his golden colouring. He wasn't sure about the wisdom of 

Nigel's statement. But his response was interrupted by Fang... 

 

...who snuggled up the leader of the cable ends. 



"He seems to like you." Magnuss observed. 

"Yes, he is kind of cute, and we don't have plugmutts on Scroton." Nigel replied. "I 

think I'd rather like one of my own - though, of course, Gloria will have to gather his 

plop from the lawn, and dispose of it in a plastic shopping bag." 

Nennigross chose that moment to introduce herself... 

 

"Your Royal Highness." She said. "My name is Nennigross Numbwinkle. I'm a former 

weightlifter who now works as a maintenance engineer in the Museum of Future 

Technology. I can't help thinking that Fang would enjoy life here much more than the 

sterile walkways of the museum. He's yours - if you want him. I'll get his microchip 

registration transferred when I get home - whenever that might be." 

"Excellent: I'd love to." Nigel replied. "So it's good news all round. You know, I 

couldn't be happier to have met your species. You're a wonderful crowd!" 

This final statement struck a chord with one of the judges... 

 



"How sweet! Well it just goes to show, earplugs aren't all bad after all: some misguided 

fools go so far as think they're fab. I guess that's a tick in the 'pros' box. But it aint over 

yet: there are still plenty of opportunities to fill that 'cons' box to bursting point. That's 

right: the future of earplugkind now rests on what the crew of the K T Woo do next." 

Chapter 7 

The timing of this incendiary statement was chronological perfection itself, because... 

 

...the acting captain, Daisy Pong, hit the afterburners. Within seconds the inertial 

dampers were working overtime, trying to stop the crew from becoming a nasty smear 

on the rear bulkhead, as the ship accelerated to loony speed... 

 

Sinclair Brooch had been most explicit when he'd presented Adam Binsmell with 

instructions for whoever was seated at the 'con'. And the red earplug had passed them 

on with precision. 

"Okay, you guys." Daisy yelled above the whine of over-stressed drive units... 



 

..."Stand by for big change." 

Of course what Daisy meant, but couldn't pronounce, was 'transition'... 

 

Almost instantaneously the K T Woo shifted into another realm of space. A much faster 

one... 

 

"Yee-hah." Ada Muffin squealed with delight at the helm - unlike the rubber bung, 

Pete Bodger, in the Executive Officer's chair, who had his doubts about the wisdom of 

the captain's plan. 



"You worry too much, Pete." Daisy said through a fixed grin that was centred upon the 

view screen. "You rubber bung: you have faith in earplug boss." 

 

"This is so much faster than hyper drive." The pale figure of Sheila Moonbeam 

bellowed in a most un-lady-like manner. "Coming up on our target in fifteen seconds. 

It's a shame that our star drive will be toast when we arrive. This could be a one-way 

ticket to oblivion." 

Ten seconds later... 

 

...the star drive quit, and the rocket motor cut in. But, as calculated by the Cyber 

Oracle, the star drive had survived long enough to carry the K T Woo to her intended 

destination. Now her crew could carry out their captain's orders... 

Somehow it just wouldn't have been right for the Worstworld star ship to go into action 

without her proper captain in the big chair. So Daisy and her team gladly made way for 

the regular bridge crew - as they arrived for supra-extraordinary duties... 



 

So, once in the metaphorical saddle, Sinclair Brooch, rasped: "Sensors: full sweep. Find 

them. Find them now. Time is of the essence!" 

The 'them' to which the captain referred was, of course, Billious, Kraken, and Narlden. 

Below, on the same planetary surface, in the Future Museum of Mars, Badgerlilly had 

returned from her sabbatical of deep cave plunging... 

 

"Hey," she cried, after hearing the radio traffic on the com-station, "why didn't we 

think to use the museum's sensors? We could have found them losted visitors in five 

minutes flat!" 

Frisby sighed. "Because, Badgerlilly dearest," he replied. "in your insane quest to 

fertilise Mars, you used the sensor housing as a compost heap. Now kindly return to 

your cave: I really must pay attention to what is happening in orbit." 

And in orbit, the K T Woo sensors had swept the surface of Mars with their penetrating 

rays. 

"We have them." The dark, mysterious native of Wetworld, Stefan Thirdburglar... 



 

...cried out. "They're over there - trapped in a deep, icy, and impenetrable crevasse!" 

This was just the news that Sinclair most wanted to hear. "Attack Plan Pootle." He 

bellowed. 

A split second later... 

 

...the K T Woo committed an act of lunacy - seemingly at least. It released a barrage of 

proton torpedoes, which streaked around the planet, to impact together in one 

supremely well plotted location.... 



 

Aboard the ship responsible for the apparent attack, the crew watched the explosion on 

the main viewer... 

 

They waited expectantly. Nervous expectation turned to flickers of excitement as the 

ship's sensors relayed information from the distant surface. 

"How's that impenetrable crevasse coming along?" Sinclair inquired of Thirdburglar, 

slightly hesitantly - or so thought his wife, Nancy... 

 

"Getting less impenetrable with each and every passing second." The bridge officer 

replied. "Look at the planet, Sir!" 

So Sinclair did; and what he saw... 



 

...delighted him... 

 

"Oh, Sinclair, sweetie." Nancy Brooch exclaimed. "It's just as you visualised it would 

be. A spread of strategically placed proton torpedoes would begin a series of rapid 

changes in the planet's climate. Sinclair - you've found a cure for ice-ages!" 

And even as she spoke, vast swathes of the surface found themselves free of the 

permafrost that had imprisoned them. Grass saw sunlight again - in most cases for the 

first time since the Muffins had swapped their planet for an exact duplicate from an 

alternative reality several weeks previously... 

 



Even roads and gently undulating downland appeared. And it was on one of these roads 

that the three, surprised, young earplugs thawed out... 

 

 In the Galactic Court several pairs of eyes shifted awkwardly... 

 

None of the aliens had expected this turn of events. To be truthful neither 

had Throgennis Frote; but he was thoroughly enjoying the moment anyway... 

 

But a split second later he wasn't enjoying the moment at all... 



 

"Thanks a bunch." He complained bitterly. "It doesn't matter how brave and 

resourceful earplugs can be, in the end it just comes down to us being inferior; and you 

being in a position to squash us like bugs." 

Then he realized that he was perched in the palm of none other than... 

 

...the Supreme Being. And he didn't look really annoyed! 

"Oh, poor brave earplug." The Supreme Being spoke with the most benign tone of voice 

that anyone could ever recall hearing. "It seems that I misjudged your kind. I thought 

you were a bunch of turds; but instead I discover that you have many attributes and 

much to be proud of. The case was well brought to court: it showed everyone that even 

the smartest guys in the galaxy can be wrong once. Throgennis Frote, I absolve you 

from your presumed guilt. I do likewise for all earplugs everywhere - even the butt wipe 

ones like the Jaundice Family and Mister Zinc. You are free to leave." 

Throgennis couldn't believe what his ears were telling him. But he decided to anyway... 



 

"Saved." He yelled as the Supreme Being placed him back in his colourful saucer. "All 

earplugdom too. What a day we've all had. I won't forget this - ever!" 

Throgennis wasn't alone with this sentiment. As the wave of climate change swept over 

the Future Museum of Mars... 

 

Inside the dome, the increasingly blue sky shone brightly through... 

 

Naturally the sole curator, Frisby Mumph, and his assistant Lilly Whitewater, rushed 

outside to see... 



 

"Oh, Frisby." Lilly squealed. "I'm so excited - I'm in real danger of wetting my pants!" 

"Worry not, Lilly." Frisby replied, "I'm old enough to suffer from an enlarged prostate 

gland: I know all about wayward bladders." 

And in the environs of the Museum of Future Technology, Cushions Smethwyke 

allowed the launching of reduced-yield defensive weapons in lieu of proper fireworks... 

 

And inside, the Trumptations re-formed (yet again) for an impromptu celebratory 

concert, which featured several of their hits, including 'Papa Was a Cringing Wreck' 

and 'Too Busy Sitting on My Bottom'... 



 

So it was mass happiness right across the earplug galaxy. But deep within the bowels of 

Scroton, those three cable ends that had dared plunge into the fathomless cavern mists... 

 

...Edni Gilbatross, Sponson Croupe, and Saskia Mudhatch, still wandered in the 

darkness. What might become of them? 

The End 
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Now prepare yourself for The Masters of Scroton. 

 

 


